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Chair’s Report

It has been an incredibly busy year, ending just after the UK Government declared a full
lockdown on 16th March 2020 as the number of Covid-19 cases started to rise dramatically.
During the year under review, our Directors, Lynne and Therese together with their focussed
and dedicated staff team, have enhanced and increased the services provided by CAAS.

Local Authorities, Harrow, Hillingdon and beyond have continued to make full use of our
extensive range of activities. We have ensured that as many people as possible have
access to these services.
To better manage this influx, procedures and policies have been updated with a strong
emphasis on Safeguarding both vulnerable children and adults. Regular staff training and
briefings with our Directors enable swift action, when appropriate, to maintain our scrupulous
high standards.
In-house activities now number 38. The number benefiting from specialist support, training
workshops, courses and community events now exceed 2,300. The total number of client
contacts has also increased this year to exceed 4,800.
All of this excellent work requires funding. We were exceptionally fortunate to have received
a five-year grant from The National Lottery Community Fund, Reaching Communities,
securing the future of our family work and enabling us to provide much needed translation
services. Our increase in unrestricted funding was thanks to the hard work of our fundraiser
and included sponsored events such as the Harrow half marathon which one of our
members, Michael Kilcoyne, completed raising over £12,000. This funding helped to develop
new services and expand existing ones.
I want to thank all our staff for their dedication and commitment to our core values, and to
our funders who continue supporting our work. We have demonstrated the quality of our
services and the support we offer to the community. We know the year ahead will be difficult
due to the pandemic, but I’m confident we have the skills, ingenuity and determination to
overcome whatever problems we encounter.

Jan Berger
Chair
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Our Mission, Values and Aims
Mission:
To support, educate and empower autistic individuals, those with ADHD, their
families and the community.
Through raising awareness, we change perceptions and break down barriers.
Values:
Integrity
Valuing Difference
Passion
Collaboration
Trust and Respect

Aims:
Support
CAAS aims to provide support and understanding in a safe and non-judgemental
environment. As well as having relevant qualifications, the personal experience of
staff along with empathy and understanding allows those who use our services to
feel a sense of belonging when they access the centre. We provide a
comprehensive service that acknowledges that people need support pre, and post
diagnosis.

Educate
Understanding and increased awareness comes through education. CAAS offers
training using skilled support workers, in house courses, specialised workshops,
conferences and a comprehensive lending library.
Empower
Feeling empowered can break down barriers and encourage positivity about the
future. Through support and education, we empower those who use our services
to be more confident and independent, enabling them to reach their full potential.
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Director’s Report
Given the chaos that 2020 has brought, it has felt
challenging to recall everything we achieved in
2019/20, but there was plenty!
We said goodbye to two valued members of the CAAS Team, Kay D’Cruz our incredible
Financial Controller who went off to take a more senior position in the charity Bliss, and
Lynne Fearn, our fabulous fundraiser who also moved into a more senior position with
Michael Sobell Hospice. Our loss is most certainly their gain. We are grateful, however, that
Kay has remained involved with CAAS, joining the Board of Trustees as Secretary.
We welcomed several new members to the team:
Rebecca Murphy who has taken over from Kay as Financial Controller. Rebecca is a CIMA
qualified accountant with over 20 years of experience in finance.
Rebecca will be
supported by Anna Atack who has joined us as Administrator.
Tasneem Choucair has taken over as Fundraiser. Taz has worked tirelessly since joining us,
connecting with companies and associations, whilst organising fundraisers. We look forward
to restarting many of the events she had organised for this current year in 2021.
Because of demand on our services we decided to self fund a further Family Support
Worker bringing Sophia Tourabi into the fold.
A successful five year funding bid from the National Lottery Community Fund Reaching
Communities meant CAAS were in a position to hire our own creche workers and we were
delighted to welcome Hayley DeFrietas and Vicky Egan to the team.
One of the highlights for us in 2019 was to be shortlisted for the National Diversity Awards
which tool place in the beautiful Liverpool Cathedral. Although we didn’t win, we were
honoured to be placed with some incredible charities across the UK and of course have the
opportunity to dress in posh frocks for the evening.
CAAS are coming to the end of our current three year strategy and are delighted to report
that we have met most of our objectives. We will be coming to you all in the very near future
to get some insights into what should come next.
We’d like to thank our funders for their continued belief and support in the work we do at
CAAS. Finally, but perhaps most importantly we’d like to thank our Trustees, and our
brilliant staff team here at CAAS. No one could have predicted how 2019/20 would end and
in the last few weeks of the financial year, with less than a week of downtime, our team
managed to adapt to working online meaning 75% of our services were running through
lockdown.

Therese Glynn – Director of ADHD Services & Lynne Laverty - Director of Autism Services
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Our Team
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Our Achievements and
Performance

Public Benefit:
In planning our services, CAAS have given full consideration to
the Charity Commission’s guidance on Public Benefit including
the guidance on ‘public benefit: running a charity (PB2) to
ensure that our activities continue to fulfill our aims and
objectives as outlined within our current constitution.
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Services for Parents / Carers

436 people were supported through our Daytime and Evening Drop
in Support Groups.

192 people were supported by our three Specialist Parenting
Courses

6 x 10-week Living With ADHD & Autism
5 x 8-week Understanding Autism Course
1 x 123 Magic Managing Difficult Behaviour

186 people were given one to one support on benefits, education,
health and parenting advice.

106 people attended our specialist workshops listed below:

Understanding Puberty: Geoff Evans
The Low Arousal Approach to Challenging Behaviour: Studio 3
Sharing a Diagnosis: Sarah-Jane Critcheley
Avoidant Eating: Dr Elizabeth Shea
ADHD And School - What To Expect: Soli Lazarus at Yellow Sun
Autism, Girls and Women – Challenges and Aspirations: Carly Jones MBE
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What you said:

“

“

I am writing offer my thanks for the
support offered by the centre for ADHD
and Autism. As someone new to
supporting (full time) a teenager stepson
on spectrum, the help offered by the
centre has been much welcomed and, to
be honest, a saviour of my sanity at times.
Being able to speak to someone
considerably more skilled and
experienced in the management of the
condition has been very beneficial. It has
given me new insights into the condition,
but also resulting in me feeling less
alone. Knowing that some of what we are
experiencing is 'normal' for someone on
spectrum has provided a useful balance
in our lives. Thank you

“

“

This highly experienced and educated CAAS
team has provided me with a Rolls Royce of a
service for the past 7 years. Being fully
inclusive, from the beginning I was made to feel
welcomed and supported. From providing
emotional support, allowing me to attend
informative professional courses, teaching me
to navigate his medical care and certain
welfare services, twice weekly drop in social
coffee mornings and accompanying me to
schools to help advocate in dealing with
unknowledgeable and uninterested
staff; Nothing was too much trouble for the
team. Having no prior experience of
ADHD/Autism, having been given the tools to
help me understand these conditions has
enabled me to transform my unhappy struggling
son into a loving thriving young man. I am now
looking forward to availing of the adult services
which I envisage will be just as good.

I had felt so unhappy,
desperate & alone before
going to CAAS. In fact the
first time I went there I
actually cried with relief.
They are so supportive &
know their stuff! They really
are amazing and I can’t
thank them enough.

“

I feel my teens
behaviour has
changed because
mine has. I deal
with certain
situations
differently because
of the course and
the understanding I
have now.

www.adhdandautism.org

My wife and I accessed various
courses and drop in sessions over
the last few years and found both of
these services of high quality, high
relevance and delivered in a way
that was realistic and effective.
Staff were always professional,
welcoming, empathic and unhurried,
never imposing their own agenda
but listening and taking time to
understand our issues.
Sharing our story with other parents
added value.
We think the model works well and ,
as a local GP, I often recommend
your organisation as a local centre
of excellence!.
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Services for Children and Young People

Supported 43
young people
through our
WhyTry and
CALMS Courses

Supported a total of
295 children and
young people.

Supported 63
Young People
through our Social
Groups

Supported 35
young people
through our Lego
and Drama
Therapy

Supported 154
young people on a
1:1 basis
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What you said:

“

After her diagnosis, CAMHS told us about a charity based in
Eastcote called CAAS, which was for young people with
Autism and ADHD. My wife and I decided to go to the centre
to find out about them and how they could possibly help my
daughter and our family. We have now been attending the
centre for nearly a year and half and they have been a
lifeline to myself, my wife and our daughter. The centre is
amazing and the support we have had is beyond anything
we could have wished for. For my wife and I, we have been
given a great understanding of Autism and have joined
parent groups and courses that have helped us so much.
For my daughter, it is one of the best places we could have
ever found for her, the one to one support and the girls
groups she attends have really helped her mentally and
socially. It has given her a better understanding of herself
and more confidence, plus it is one of her favourite places to
be. The staff and support workers there are amazing and
the support she gets is fantastic. They all have a great
understanding, as the majority of the people who work there
have all got children with Autism or ADHD. We have to give
one special mention to Karen Crocker, who has been a
personal mentor for my daughter and given so much of her
own time to support her. Karen is truly an amazing lady and
we cannot thank her enough for the help she has given us
and more importantly she has given our daughter.

“

I would just like to take this
opportunity to thank CAAS for
facilitating 12 weeks of Lego Therapy
for our children with SEN. Blaise and
Karen have delivered such an
effective programme of therapy and
we can see huge benefits for the
children that were lucky enough to
attend. Both the boys and parents
have commented on the therapy and
each week the boys enthusiastically
remind their teachers that they have
Lego therapy.

“

I’m among real friends,
people like me I can really
be friends with.

“Have you ever heard of the
quote ‘You can’t compete if
you play for the wrong
team’? This feels like the
right team for me.

I know the school staff really
appreciate the partnership we have
with you and look forward to learning
more from in the future.
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Services for Adults with ADHD

Twice monthly
ADHD Support
Group
ADHD
Coaching

Supported
113
individuals

10-week
Strategy
Group
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What you said:

I've been helped and supported by the Centre for ADHD and Autism Support
since I first attended the adult ADHD group in 2012. Up until lockdown, I made
the 2½-3 hour round trip from Central London twice a month as I have found the
facilitators, tutors and counsellors to be of a very high calibre and act with
authenticity as they have direct lived experience of both ADHD and Autism.
The support and strategy groups are run efficiently and effectively, utilising the
skills and experience of both staff and participants. They form a safe container for
the expression of sensitive personal matters and reception of understanding,
relevant and kind feedback.
My own circumstances have been much changed and improved thanks to the
help I've received.
The atmosphere is relaxed and tolerant belying the structure that allows equal
attention to all who need it. There is a wide breadth of perspective which is
proffered but never proselytised. I have also benefited from compassionate one to
one counselling.
I must also mention the role CAAS plays as a sociable hub for those who identify
with the conditions thus breaking isolation and providing the means for a lifeboat
camaraderie which has developed.

I just wanted to say that the support that my husband, my son and myself get from the ADHD
support group is immensely valuable and has given us all a lifeline on many occasions.
Life is difficult enough living with a member of the family with ADHD and there is almost no
support once your child reaches 18. Without the support of all the staff and the other members
of the group our family would be in a very different position. I really don't like to think what that
might be.
The advice given is both practical and useful and ranges from the emotional support to the
practical advice of dealing with the medical profession. There is no other service like this ;
near or far. We cannot thank the ADHD Adult group enough for everything that you have all
done for us.
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Services for Autistic Adults

Weekly Drop in
Clinic at the Pinn
Centre

One to One
Support

Led by Helen
Fleetwood, the
project supported
260 individuals
across the year.

Book Group
and
‘Write What you
Want; Group.

www.adhdandautism.org
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Therapeutic Groups
Women’s Forum
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What you said:

Hearing others experiences, especially
other autistic women is so helpful.
Hearing from the facilitators who are
neurotypical and how we differ is also
beneficial.

I like to get out and to meet other people like
myself. I know that no one will judge me there.
We discuss things and are helped to be able to do
things that neurotypical people do. It also gets
me into a routine of going out which helps me not
to be anxious or worried.

I first made contact with the centre about 20 months ago, at a time when our autistic son was
expressing thoughts of suicide. Our son is now 22 years old and has been given the support,
through the Centre, to at least now have hope. The support at the Centre, has made a huge
difference. As parents, the guidance and practical support has been the best we have ever
received. It is the first time ever that our son has been given any support. Schools, NHS etc
have disgracefully let our son down, but the team at Eastcote are a real “life line”.
Without doubt, our son is in a better place now, only because the Centre provided support that
has not been available anywhere else for our son.

The recent online Resource Board is FANTASTIC. Thank you, cannot believe so much
information all in one place – As a parent who can’t spell “IT” , to have all in one place, really,
really is brilliant. Small things are always the big things.
I have the most contact with Helen, who has consistently gone over and beyond, helping me
with job applications and much more. So, appreciated.

I am a member of the monthly book and writing groups (at CAAS) run by Janet Gothelf. My
autism means that I struggle a lot with social communication and interaction and often feel very
isolated and unable to connect with people. I am also very introverted and shy and lacking in
confidence. However, Janet’s groups are the only spaces where I feel comfortable enough to
express myself and share my opinions, my writing and my experiences with other people in the
group. Janet does her best to make everyone in the group feel welcome and comfortable and
generates a lot of debate on a range of topics relevant to autistic people, which has helped me
personally to see beyond the black and white thinking that comes with having autism. Janet is
an excellent psychologist and the best person to help people cope with the demands of being
autistic while living in a world adapted mainly for neurotypical needs, and how to navigate the
emotional, mental and personal challenges that this often generates. These groups have
helped me to grow in confidence to the extent that I have for the first time managed to get my
writing published in a magazine for emerging writers, thanks to all the positive feedback and
encouragement I have received about my writing from Janet, and other members of the group.
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Training
Empowering Ourselves to Be Heard Training Programme
Our "Empowering Ourselves to Be Heard" Project is central to the
philosophy of what we believe in at CAAS.
To truly understand neurodiversity we need to listen to the voices of
ADHD/autistic people. We aim to support and empower ADHD/autistic
individuals and those around them.
This highly commended training is delivered by our experienced
trainers and facilitators, parents of neurodivergent individuals and
most importantly, neurodivergent people themselves. It truly empowers
all those who participate to get their voices heard.
In 2019/20 CAAS delivered training to 601 individuals including to The
Football Association, The National Crime Agency, The CPS, Mancep
Schools Inclusion Day in Manchester.
“I just wanted to thank you and
Lynne again for sparing your time to
come in and share your knowledge
with the team. The feedback from
the team has been great and the
information you gave is invaluable
in our work so we really do
appreciate your time.”.
S Walker, Senior Safeguarding
Manager, FA Group

“Fantastic training. I feel like I
have learnt so much in a short
space of time!”
“having a preconceived idea of
what autism/ADHD is and having
that mindset changed”
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2018-2021 Strategic Plan: How did we do?
Our strategic aims:

Where we are at:

Continue doing what we do well: Maintain
our current service level and quality /
consolidate and develop staff and
management team.

Achieved!
Our staff team and service offering continue to
grow.

Fundraising: Continue to increase our
levels of unrestricted funding to ensure
we can maintain services / pilot new
services

Achieved!
As you can see from our financial reports,
fundraising is going from strength to strength
and that will online continue thanks to Taz big
plans!
Achieved! (and ongoing)
We now have Helen Fleetwood coordinating our
groups and providing individual practical support
for autistic adults. She is supported by Sophia
Tourabi two days per week.

Adult Autism Services: Continue to
develop our services for autistic adults
including recruitment of an adult services
project manager.
Gain PQASSO Level 2

Continued
Development
of
Youth
Services to include specific support for
older teens / autism specific teen
parenting /
autism
specific
teen
programmes, puberty and sexuality etc)

Progressing well!
We had hoped to complete in 2020 but it’s
taken a back seat thanks to Covid.
Achieved! (and ongoing)
We are running teen specific parenting courses.
We also have a new social and therapeutic
group for young autistic people aged 18-25.

Increased therapeutic support for younger
children through the development of
music or play therapy groups for those
with co-morbid MLD/SLD.

Achieved!
We are running Lego Therapy courses twice
per year for children age 4-12. Have two
monthly siblings groups, and a monthly
Creative Club for young people age 8-12.

Continue to develop our website / social
media / online presence.

Achieved! (and ongoing)
We are thrilled with our new website launched
this year. We now have over 19K followers on
Facebook, 5K on Twitter and 1.5K on
Instagram.
We continue to appreciate the
added value that social media brings.
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2021-2024: What lies ahead?
When:

What:

December 2020

Email Surveys to All Stakeholders

Consultations with those who access our
services.

January 2021

Consultations with Staff and Trustees.

February - March 2021

Pull together information and decide on our
focus for 2021/24.

April 2021

Launch New Strategy

January 2021
CAAS are delighted to announced that we have secured
more space within TV House meaning we will have a
dedicated adult services hub.
Our current space will house our Youth and Family
Services, and the new space, just next door, will be home
to our services for autistic adults and those with ADHD. It
will have it’s own meeting space, office and one to one
room.
We are very excited to show you around once the works
have been completed.
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Structure and Governance
Name:
Legal Structure:

Centre for ADHD & Autism Support (CAAS)
CAAS is a registered charity formally constituted in Sept 1999

Charity Number:

1080795

Address:

2nd Floor, Television House, 269 Field End Road, Eastcote, HA4 9XA

Trustees:

Name

Role

Appointed / Resigned

Jan Berger

Chair

Nov 2014

Kay D’Cruz

Secretary

Jan 2019

Ashwin Kara

Treasurer

Jan 2019

Gabriella Eberhardt

HR Trustee

Nov 2018

Jane McLeod

Trustee

Sep 2014

Debbie Bezalel

Trustee

Jan 2017

Trustees are recruited by the existing Trustee Body and elected by the Membership at the AGM.
They are elected for a term of 4 years but can be re-elected.
Trustee Induction and Training
New trustees receive an Induction Pack containing the governing document, a Trustee Role
Description and relevant policies and organisational information. They meet with the Directors to
discuss and clarify their role and responsibilities before attending their first Trustee Meeting. All
undertake to abide by the Trustees' Code of Conduct. They are kept up to date with new
developments in the organisation by monthly Trustee Reports.
Organisational Structure
The Board of Trustees meets 8 times per year and holds responsibility for the strategic direction
and overview of CAAS. Responsibility for management and team leadership lies with the
Directors, who presents reports regularly to the Board of Trustees. The Directors and Team
Leads supervise service staff, volunteers and the day-to-day work. Staff supervision and training
are valued as a way of ensuring we maintain excellent standards of practice.
Governing Document:
The governing document for Centre for ADHD & Autism Support is Constitution, which is a legal
form adopted by the charity and is available by request. A copy is held at Television House, 269
Field End Road, Eastcote, HA4 9XA
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Risk Management
The trustees are responsible for overseeing the risks faced by the
organisation. They are identified, assessed and controlled throughout the year.
The Directors and Trustees conduct regular reviews of the major risks to which
the charity is exposed and systems have been established to mitigate those
risks. The most significant risks to CAAS are reputation, funding and
safeguarding.
Reputation: CAAS success is built on its reputation for providing a high quality,
responsive service to parents/carers, young people, and adults. We manage
this risk through staff recruitment policies and an ongoing evaluation and staff
development process.
Funding: CAAS strategy is to ensure diversification of funding. Having only a
few projects with a single funding source supports sustainability. We have also
put an increased focus on unrestricted funding. Trustees review funding
applications and fundraising efforts regularly.
Ethical Approach to Fundraising: To demonstrate our commitment to the
highest standards of fundraising practice we are members of the Fundraising
Regulator, an independent, non-statutory body that regulates fundraising
across the charitable sector in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
We are also members of the National Council for Voluntary Organisations, an
organisation that represents and supports the voluntary sector.
We do not cold call or embark on mass mailings for fundraising purposes.
Instead, we nurture relationships and grow our unrestricted fundraising
through relationship building, social media and awareness raising in the local
community and beyond. Our fundraising is entirely legal, open, honest and
respectful.

Safeguarding: The safeguarding policies and procedures of the charity are
reviewed annually by the trustees and staff. All staff are trained to Level 3 in
Safeguarding Children and Protection of Vulnerable Adults. Directors and
Senior Staff are trained to Level 4. All staff, volunteers and sessional workers
are subject to an Enhanced DBS check.
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TreasurersReport
Reportand
andDraft
DraftAccounts
Accounts2019/20
31.03.19
Treasurer’s
2019 -20 has been another good year for CAAS, with an overall small deficit of £0.2k
(Prior Year surplus of £105k), despite the decline in net income, this was expected and
planned for. The prior year had unusually high fundraising income and in 2019-20 the
trustees invested in a self-funded family support worker role.
The Charity’s financial position at year end is strong, with overall reserves remaining
stable at £207k (PY £207k), and unrestricted reserves are £171k (PY £163k) 83% of total
reserves. The reserves are higher than desired by the trustees and intend to be wound
down over the next year and beyond, so reserves will be more in line with policy over the
next 1 – 3 years. To that end, the trustees approved investment of Circa £60k for
2020/21 mainly for salaries and to continue to self-fund the family support worker as well
as committed to investment for new systems and various unfunded services such as
counselling. More recently they have also approved spend for expanding rental space at
the CAAS centre and plans are currently to provide an “Adult Hub”.
However, as with all charities the Covid-19 pandemic is causing financial uncertainty,
particularly in the ability to fundraise and brings some financial uncertainty, due to the
limited activities we can do. But we are very thankful to the continued support of all our
funders. Operationally we are providing many of our services online, although we may
not be able to run all the services we normally would, as some need face to face
participation. We are keeping finances under constant review and are very pleased to
say we have received some Covid-19 funding for 2020/21 to help the charity through
these unprecedented times.
Our restricted funding income in 2019-20 also represented a record high for us, at £249k
(PY £231k). Our large 2-year grant from Global make some noise, and smaller ones from
Awards for all, The Childhood Trust via the Big Give and the London Community
Foundation via Tampon Tax all reached their final year in 2019/20.
However, we are delighted to be successful in our first five-year funding grant from the
National Lottery Community Fund Reaching Communities. This supports the family
support team, coffee morning drop in service with creche, and it has enabled us to
provide translation services for our non-English speaking families. We also received new
funding from Sisters of the Holy Cross.
We continue to receive funding from BBC CIN, Harrow Social Services and CCG, City
Bridge Trust via the HeadsUp collaborative project, plus smaller amounts from Hillingdon
council.
There was a net deficit on restricted funds of (£8k), reflecting the fact that the restricted
projects that have been funded have been undertaken, and we have used up funds
carried forward from the prior year.
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Restricted reserves continue to be wound down, as the funded activities are carried out.
We will continue to use our restricted reserves as agreed by funders, albeit with potential
restrictions from Covid-19.

Our expenditure on raising funds has slightly increased to £14k from £8k last year. This is
mainly due to running more and higher value training sessions, such as for the CPS and
Harrow Health.
Our general expenditure on unfunded charitable activities reduced from £13k to £6k, as
with increased funding, some previous self-funded activities were able to be funded.
Our support costs have also risen this year (up £105k to £157k). This has been partly due
to taking on more office space to deal with increased demand to see clients. Premises
investments such as air conditioning to make enhancements for the benefit of our clients
and staff.

We also had increased unfunded wages and salaries, as previously said we recruited a
self- funded family support worker in November 2019, who has provided vital resource to
meet demands of the family support team. Also, we have self-funded additional staff hours
across all elements of our service to meet the ever-increasing demand.
Overall, we feel we are in a strong position for the year ahead, despite the current
coronavirus pandemic, which we feel we are managing as best we can. With an ever
growing and experienced team, a broad and well-respected service provision and larger
premises that enable further growth.
Ashwin Kara
Treasurer
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Accounts:
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Our thanks go to:
We wish to thank, among others, the following for their financial support from
April 2019 – March 2020

BBC Children in Need

o
o

City Bridge Trust, the funding arm of The City of London Corporation’s charity, Bridge
House Estates (1035628). (HeadsUp Consortium)
o

Frustrated Communications

o

Global’s Make Some Noise

Harrow Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)

o
o

Harrow Council Early Support Service
o
o

o

Hillingdon Council
John Lyon’s Charity

London Community Foundation from the Tampon Tax Community Fund
o

The National Lottery Foundation Reaching Communities
National Lottery Foundation Awards For All

o
o

London Community Foundation via Royal London Foundation
Sisters of the Holy Cross Charitable Trust

o
o

The Childhood Trust via The Big Give
o

Young Harrow Foundation

The continued support from members, their families,
and friends of Centre for ADHD & Autism Support

